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Register member Chris Hayward plants the front tyre firmly on the ground during the
recent SA Historic Road Racing Championships at McNamara Park, bottoming out the
forks. Chris went on to win the 500cc Period 5 title on his Yamaha.
Photo: Nick Clarke
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Title & 3rd in the “Bob Jolly”, whilst big
brother Dan got 3rd in P3 Unlimited scratch.
Of course there were the hard luck stories,
notably Greg Kennedy, Jonathon Gutte and
Paul Herft.
Thanks to all those who helped organise and
run the meeting in whatever capacity they
were able. A bonus was the group of SAFMA
flaggies who made the trip down, giving a
degree of comfort to the riders.
Next month is our Annual Trophy night, with
supper provided and our friends from Atujara
Club visiting. I guess some of us are still
rebuilding/repairing bikes from Mac Park.
Trevor Henderson, President

Life is always a mix of ups and downs, the
former our successful State Titles, and the
latter the loss of our long-serving Patron, Len
Dyson.
Club members did rather well at Mac Park,
Simon Cook winning the prestigious Ken
Blake Memorial plus 1st in P4 Unlimited
Championship and scratch.
Period 5 is not always a happy hunting
ground for us, but “Wayward” Hayward won
the 500cc Title and scratch, whilst Brendan
Roberts did likewise in the 250cc class.
As for placegetters, Phil Baughan got 3rd in
the Title and scratch in both Period 3 700 and
P4 350, Joe Ahern got 2nd in the P3 Unlimited
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TREV’S TRIBUTE TO PATRON LEN DYSON

During his 91 years, I remember Len as a

He did, winning every race and the trophies
that he and Joan had provided.
At the Velo Club in the „60s, he convinced
one young rider not to give up, as he had the
inevitable rebores and big-ends cheaper.
For a while Len ran Devon Park Sheet Metal
Works, one street from home, one of his
specialities being motorcycle exhaust pipes.
Then the popularity of Classic Racing kept
Len busy, working with the predominantly
British singles as in the old days.
Len and Joan‟s 67-year love for each other
was an object lesson for today‟s generation of
short “film star” marriages, obvious when you
visited their home in their retirement.
Len was shattered when he lost Joan, and I‟m
religious enough to believe they are now
reunited.
I shall remember them whenever I look at
their “First Year Rider” Trophy in the club‟s
cabinet.
Rest in peace, Len and Joan.
.

businessman, competitor, engineer, club
patron, welcoming host, loving husband and a
friend.
Len was part of the furniture at Rowley Park
Speedway, living close by and holding the
six-lap sidecar handicap for several years.
His machine was a VAG, a single-cylinder
630cc with an Ariel top end on a Norton
crankcase.
Len built several of these, which got some
riders on their way before Japanese engines
took over.
Other feats of engineering were the DVJ Vtwin, with 4-valve Jawa heads and Vincent
crankcases, a BSA A65 out to 1000cc and a
twin-cylinder Norton with centre main
bearing.
I recall the 1992 Sellicks Beach meeting,
which was very hot. A 70-year-old Len was
under a shelter after coming off his pre-war
Norton solo, saying he‟d probably still have a
go on the sidecar.

Trevor Henderson #55
FROM THE COMPETITION SECRETARY

Our annual State Titles meeting continues to

We have a good relationship with Victoria‟s
HMRAV club. They hold two meetings at
Broadford that are very similar to ours.
I reckon that those and ours make up the
three true classic race events on offer in the
southern states on circuits that really suit our
old machinery.
If you haven‟t tried Broadford, give it a go,
you‟ll love it.
Meanwhile, at least half a dozen register
members are heading off to race at the Phillip
Island Classic over the upcoming long
weekend. I‟ve even managed to get Joe fired
up to go across with his big-twin Norton.
There‟ll be plenty of stories to tell at the next
register meeting.

be a strong favourite with interstate riders.
This year we had 168 machines raced by 134
entrants. We can all be proud of this and
many thanks to the hard workers who
contributed to our ongoing success.
It was great to see several women out there
racing, either as sidecar passengers or on
solos. I noticed that Kelly Ryan was having
her first outing on her Senior licence.
Dave Kernich‟s daughter, Gemma, was out
there again. I keep saying to Dave that it‟s
about time he dragged his old Drainpipe
Triumph special out for her to race, maybe
with Lee‟s 76-degree engine. I know she‟s up
for it and I reckon she‟s done enough miles on
the little Honda 100 to last a lifetime.
Come on, Dave.

Competition Secretary, Danny Ahern #27
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Minutes of the General Meeting of the Historic Motor Cycle Racing Register of
SA held at the MSA clubrooms on Thursday 19 December 2013.
The meeting opened at 8.00pm.
Apologies:
Visitors:
New members:
Minutes of previous meeting:
Business arising:

Bob Balestrin, Nick and Vicki Clarke, Paul Walker, Bob
Glynn, Simon Cook, Tony Tildesley, Ronna Fisher.
N/A
N/A
Proposed Danny Ahern. Seconded John Inkster - Carried.
None

Reports:
President‟s report
 Trevor reported the passing of the Club‟s Patron, Len Dyson, and members held a
minute‟s silence in memory of Len. A date for his funeral is yet to be announced.


Trevor received a package of Ern Routley memorabilia.



Tony Tildesley has been contacted by Bob Baker who is selling a TT soundtrack
recording from the 1950s. Geoff Grant informed the meeting that he also had has a
similar recording. Anyone interested to contact Tony or Geoff.

Secretary‟s report
 Chris informed the meeting of the latest website traffic stats for the HMCRRSA website.


Although the number of people accessing the site is quite high, the stats show that they
don‟t stay on the site for very long suggesting the need for a redesign/update hopefully
in 2014.

Treasurer‟s report
 Dean reported that entry fees are still coming in for the state titles meeting..
Comp Secretary‟s report
 Dan provided an update on progress re the upcoming state titles meeting at Mac Park.


Trophies have been organised and volunteers are sought to transport them to the race
meeting.



Clem Smith has again been approached re the proposed 2015 National titles at Mallala
and a formal application has been submitted to MA.



Joint HMCRRSA/Ducati Owners Club ride days confirmed for the 1st Friday in May and
Sept 2014.

R/R Committee
 Phil notified the meeting that there has been a delay re rider gradings
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There will be a submission for a rule change early next year regarding race number
plates.

Road Race Committee
 Phil reported that there will be an increase to the rider levy of $1.00.


Permit costs are generally scheduled to rise



Open permit fee will be reduced by $40 and replacement riders licence to increase by
$4.00.



Stephen Mathews has been appointed as the MSA‟s new Development Officer.



MSA expected to achieve a minor profit for 2014.



MSA is to receive refund of monies invested in Tailem Bend in the order of $200k



Contract with Revolution Timing has been extended by a further 12 months.



There is currently a Board position vacancy.



A web-based business model is to be implemented.

General business
 Mac Park ride day was held to celebrate 100 years.


Jeremy Burgess and Levi Day were guest speakers at the Mt Gambier Club‟s meeting.



Geoff Grant provided an overview of his recent experience racing in New Zealand.

Meeting closed at 8.50pm.
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PHOTO SPECIAL: STATE TITLES, MAC PARK DECEMBER

David Short (Morbidelli 125GP) chases Gavin Cosway (Yamaha TZ125)

Pic: Nick Clarke

Gemma Kernich on her Honda 100 and stylish Brendan Roberts on his G80 special. Pics: Mark Abram

Peter Large weights the front of his RD and Stephen Welch punts his GSX-R.

Pics: Mark Abram
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David Short (RD250LC) leads a freight train. Behind is Lewis Salt on an unfaired version . Pic: Mark Abram

John O’Neill (72) came from Qld. Dan Gleeson (311) on his newly acquired Norton 500 . Pics: Mark Abram

Not your usual classic race bike: Mike Van De Zand on his Ducati GTL parallel twin.
Above right: Marshals make the meeting go round.

Pics: Mark Abram
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Cookie monstered Mac Park: Simon Cook was the big winner, taking out his class and the Ken Blake
Memorial against later Period 5 bikes. A good tune-up for the upcoming PI Classic. Pic: Mark Abram

Close racing between Mick Moloney (Suzuki GSX1100) and Graeme Williams (Honda CB750F)
Pic: Mark Abram

Mark Abram’s images can be viewed and purchased by contacting him on his
facebook site: https://www.facebook.com/MarkAbramPhotography
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Check out the tortured tyre on David Wain and Greg Ditchfield’s Tri-Ariel outfit. Pic: Nick Clarke

Graeme Wagland/Clint Grabham (BMW). Pic: Mark Abram Tim Loone/Michelle Loone (Honda) Pic: Nick Clarke
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CLARKE’S COMMENT: THE WHEEL AND RELATED MATTERS

The front tyre being used as suspension.

The wheel is taken very much for granted. The principle of “rolling” is seen everywhere, but is
only possible because of the circle.
A circle is defined as the route a single point takes when it travels its entire path at exactly the
same distance from another separate and fixed point. (In engineering terms, the locus of a point
travelling equidistant from another.)
If a circular shape is cut from something more solid than paper, and a pin (axle) is placed through
the central point, then the concept of rolling is possible, and the WHEEL has just been created. If
the circle is three dimensional, we have a ball, and that doesn‟t mean FUN, just yet.
Travel will be smooth if the rolling is along a hard and level surface, and that excludes any
Government road. We have suspension to cope with that. The “level” surface can be contoured into
a shape with curves and still allow smooth but more exciting travel, like a roller coaster. If we make
the curves really tight, we have a needle roller bearing, a big circle full of little circles, and so the
concept expands into a world of rolling with very little resistance compared to skidding.
On a motorcycle, the road wheel is much more than a device to keep the sump plug off the ground,
and that is where this discussion is supposed to go. The structure is designed to hold very expensive
rubber bands that wear out far too quickly to prevent the above mentioned skidding. Aluminium and
steel are not very good at traction.
The original and purest concept of a motor-bicycle is that of a device of two wheels, one directly
behind the other, powered by gunpowder or kerosene. The physics of staying upright and turning
are way too complicated to discuss here.
A motorcycle wheel in solo form has to support the bike off the ground and manage the torque
loads of forward power and the reverse load of braking. All of those loads are applied along the
long familiar central axis of the wheel when viewed from the front or rear. The rim is simple,
having to be of a shape to safely accept and retain a tyre under all design conditions. The nature and
dynamics of a pneumatic tyre and the way it behaves is quite complex, but let‟s say the internal air
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pressure holds the tyre in place and keeps its shape, allows some sort of road shock absorption and
gives the mechanic something to check so he looks good.
The hub in the middle holds the axle and bearings allowing rolling. The connection between the
two can be quite variable, including steel discs like old Holden wheels, aluminium castings, either
as a bolt-up system or one piece, the wooden spokes of a horse cart or Model T Ford, and the wire
spokes we are so familiar with.
Wire spokes are ingenious. They are light, strong in tension and allow a variety of assembly
patterns to create a three dimensional “bridge”. Just look at the Eiffel Tower; a heap of straight bars
joined together. The Sydney Harbour Bridge follows the same assembly concept, but is of vastly
different shape. Both are immensely strong.
A standard modern (post War) wheel has 36 or 40 spokes usually. Custom bike builders will use
up to 90 spokes per wheel but they only like polishing things and looking at their own reflection.
Half of the spokes are angled forward, the other half angled backwards, and they are ALL angled
slightly sideways to go from the edge of the central hub to the centre of the rim. The wheel is strong
and reliably rigid. A variant of that was employed on late‟80s to mid „90s „air head‟ BMWs, and
this came out of their success in the Paris-Dakar rally. The spokes originate at the edge of the
central hub as usual, but cross over to the opposite outer edge of the rim. This allows the use of
tubeless tyres, but also straight spokes that can be changed quickly on the run without taking the
wheel out or tyre off. There is a point to this.
Because the lateral distance between the centre line of the hub and the insertion point of the spokes
is quite small, side forces place quite a strain on them, especially when they are rather long in older
bikes with narrow hubs and small brakes. This doesn‟t matter on a solo, but add a sidecar to create
that quaintly titled device, the “outfit” and the whole story changes. The BMW style of spoking
allows a greater lateral angle on the spokes and they will tolerate side loads better. We can‟t use
them. Not allowed. The others almost cry in pain.
Wheel bearings suffer as well…..pushbikes and some small autocycles have a cup and cone with
free floating balls, solos often have ball rollers that are not designed for side loads but you may note
that some older British bikes of larger capacity have tapered rollers. Now these will happily accept
side loads, and you may suspect that they were intended right from the start for sidecar duty.
Period 3 sidecars are an eye opener. Essentially they are of the “sitter” style with some leaky water
pipe attached to a wheel barrow wheel. The front end may be telescopic with horrendous side loads,
or Earles type. Normal profiled tyres will work, but not as well as dedicated flatter designs, and the
behaviour, sometimes captured in a photo, can be, er, exciting, twitching and bucking to the delight
of spectators. The little wheelbarrow tyre tries to get off the rim for a happier life, carrying the full
lateral load of the machine and two riders trying to be somewhere the bike is unwilling to go, the
remainder scrabbling for whatever traction might be available.
The later kneelers had smaller wheels, much shorter spokes, custom hubs, and eventually used cartype wheels all able to take the lateral stresses with panache.
I still don‟t want to be a steering head bearing.
Nick
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CLASSIC WORLD with Hamish Cooper

Aussie team captain Rex Wolfenden bathed in a red glow of Hondas he’s built up over the years.

ISLAND SHOWDOWN:

Rule changes to the annual Phillip Island International Challenge will give the Aussie team its toughest
task yet over the Australia Day weekend. This event, one of the largest motorcycle meetings in
Australia, has been a walk in the park for the Aussies. But this year a major rule change sees the results
of the first five riders in each team tallied up after the four main races. Previously all 10 riders in each
team figured in the results. The UK has a strong team this year, including Isle of Man TT legend John
McGuinness and ex-GP racer Jeremy McWilliams, who missed out on the individual points win by just
one point.
Computime will have live timing on the internet from Friday Jan 24. A great way to watch if you can’t
make the trip.
SCOOT TO IT:

This great Mark Abram picture from the recent scooter endurance race at Mac Park shows you can have
just as much fun on a retro step-through as a vintage racer. Check out the “stinger” exhaust with expansion
chamber.
NOTE: We want pictures of register members out and about on any motorcycle or at any motorcyclerelated event. Keep our dream alive. Please mail cooper.hamish@gmail.com
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Stolen Vincent Rapide, 1951 Series C:

Stolen from Williamstown, South Australia Dec 2013.
 South Australian Registration: TIK 592.
 Engine number: F10AB/1/9364.
 Crankcase mating numbers: D95D.
 Upper frame member: RC11188.
 Lower frame member: RC11188.
 HRD timing cover in photo has been changed to the correct Vincent cover.
 Bikedamaged, in process of repair at time it was stolen:
o No head light but the bent headlight stays are attached to the bike.
o Accident damage to the left side of the fuel tank.
o Left front foot peg assembly removed.
o Left rear foot peg has no rubber.
o Centre stand (Leon Baker version) pivot assembly bent but still in place with bent left side nut and
the operating link to the handle disconnected.
 All control cables (except throttle) have no nipples and are in place ready for soldering.
 Throttle is a dual cable type, not the standard single cable type.
 Brake, clutch and de-compressor levers are in good condition. Handle bar also in good condition.
 No mirrors attached.
 Tail light not original, looks a bit like a late 50’s Triumph unit.
 Rear mud guard has a fatigue crack stemming from a bolt hole for fixing to the rear swinging arm
upper member. Note: Aluminium doubler fitted on the inside of the guard, so this repair is unique.
 Rear suspension outer spring cases (SP2) chromed.
 Carburetors are the later Amal Concentric versions.
 Kawasaki type hydraulic steering damper on the left side under the fuel tank.
 Friction dampers removed from rear suspension/seat stays. Has home grown rear seat stays linked
to plates on the lower rear of the engine/gearbox unit. i.e. rear end operates more like a Series D.
 No tool tray or Vincent tools with bike.

Please contact owner, Doug Sprigg at:
email: doug.sprigg@arkaroola.com.au , or phone: +61 8 86484848.
(It’s believed this was an opportunistic theft and the bike may either be dumped or stripped and sold as
spares, rather than remaining whole)

2014 Dates

Date
24-26 January
16 March
18-20 April
2 May

Event
Phillip Island Int Challenge
Collingrove Hillclimb
Broadford Bike Bonanza
HMCRRSA/Ducati Owners ride day

Venue
Phillip Island Vic
Collingrove
Broadford, Vic
Mallala
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For Sale/Wanted

Wanted A ¼” Whitworth ring spanner. And GIVE AWAY, 1 Holden Grey
Short Motor.

For
Sale

Wanted BSA Bantam 175cc 4 speed motor.
Honda CBX550 rear wheel hub.
Yamaha DS7/RD250CC road racer. Good project, would suit first
time road racer.

Trevor Henderson
8384 5284.
Bob 8263 9133
Geoff Grant 0422413358
John Whallin
(08) 82480740
0414 449082

Nick Clarke
0417 871 532

My Yamaha TX750 racing bike is for sale. Before it goes to the
national market, I am offering first refusal to any local rider.
ALSO FOR SALE:
2 Mikuni VM36 round slide jetted for 4 stroke methanol, with pod
filters and mounting flanges, 2 spare slides, unfinished 1 into 2
throttle cable. $300. Motocross-style twist grip available.
2 Mikuni VM34 round slide jetted for 4 stroke methanol. 1 into 2
throttle cable attached. $200
Smiths lightweight racing tacho in anti-vibration mount. 010,000rpm, right angle drive. NOTE: This is 5:1 ratio, suits
Yamaha, Kawasaki. Brand new, built for me by Dennis Quinlan of
KTT Services before he retired. $400
Pair of wheels:
Yamaha front disc brake hub laced to new 2.15x18 flanged alloy
rim, new spokes and bearings, new Avon AM26 90/90x18 racing
tyre. (Discs available with restored and trued carriers).
Suzuki GT750 rear hub laced to new 2.5x18 alloy rim without
flange, new spokes, new bearings. The brake backing plate is
vaquablasted but not assembled. Brake cam and used but good
shoes included. There is no sprocket plate. New Avon AM18
120/80-18 racing tyre. $900 without discs, $1000 with discs.
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